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Users often turn to subscription video on demand (SVOD) platforms for entertainment. However, these platforms sometimes employ manipulative tactics that undermine a user’s sense of agency over time and content choice to increase their share of a user’s attention. Prior research has investigated how interface designs affect a user’s sense of agency on social media and YouTube. For example, YouTube’s autoplay left users feeling like they had less control over their time. We extend this work by investigating the design elements of Netflix, the most used SVOD, for the impact they have on users’ senses of agency. We conducted interviews with 20 participants that used Netflix regularly, asking about their experiences and perceptions of features in the Netflix platform design that may affect their sense of agency. We found that a user’s sense of agency was at odds with the platform’s design. Users, who were often seeking entertainment for mood management, were met with features that encouraged watching more than they originally planned to and watching content they may not otherwise watch. We discuss design recommendations that Netflix could employ to reaffirm their users’ agency.
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1 INTRODUCTION

There are over 1.2 billion paid subscribers to subscription video-on-demand (SVOD) services [10]. Each day, many of these users trust these platforms to provide content for entertainment purposes. However, SVOD companies are not necessarily just concerned with hosting content; they often prioritize maximizing user engagement and turning a profit which can result in designs that cause users to spend time binge-watching, lose sleep, or face mental health difficulties owing to consumption habits resembling addiction [15, 39, 42]. Researchers have noted that these effects can be linked to changes in platform design, such as the reduction in stopping cues, or signals that help indicate to users that it is time to move on to do something different [15].

In some cases, what is consumed on these platforms can not only cause individual harms but also have large-scale societal harms as well. For example, a TV show produced and shown by Netflix was associated with increased suicide rates amongst certain segments of the male youth.
population in the United States (US) [24]. Moreover, television seen on online platforms changes the way we talk about important topics like gender diversity [22] and climate change [36]. As human attention becomes an increasingly valuable resource [33], control over how one spends their time is important since it affects users’ overall well-being (as well as society’s). Thus, users should have a sense of agency over both their choice in content and time spent on these platforms, where sense of agency is defined as “the feeling of control over actions and their consequences” [59]. Note that we focus on a user’s sense of agency to forgo the free will debate about actual agency, in accordance with prior work [19, 54, 59].

Prior work on non-subscription platforms found how a user’s sense of agency over time management can be affected by platform design choices [54] and how a user’s perceived quality of music can be directly affected by the ordering of recommendations [13]. The Netflix platform demands attention due to the size of its user base and dominance in its field as the largest SVOD service [79]. As such, our work focuses on elements of Netflix’s platform design related to a user’s sense of agency in time management and content choice.

To understand how Netflix’s design affects a user’s sense of agency over time and content choice, we posed the following research questions:

RQ1 What are the general contexts that motivate a user to begin a Netflix watching session, and how do they relate to a user’s sense of agency on the platform?
RQ2 What is the relationship between Netflix’s platform design and a user’s sense of agency over time management on the platform?
RQ3 What is the relationship between Netflix’s platform design and a user’s sense of agency over content choice on the platform?

To address these questions, we conducted an interview study with 20 participants that use Netflix regularly. In the interviews, we asked the participants about their experiences and perceptions of the Netflix platform, structuring the interview around a Netflix session from before opening the platform to a post-session reflection. We focused on elements related to users’ motivations for using Netflix, sense of agency regarding time management, and sense of agency regarding content choice.

From a qualitative analysis of the interviews, it became clear that Netflix’s platform design contributes to a reduction in user’s sense of agency which may undermine the trust its users place in the platform when seeking entertainment. Specifically, we uncovered three main findings. 1) While our participants had a variety of reasons for using Netflix, they often watched alone and for escapism-like mood management often willingly and trustingly handing a degree of agency to Netflix over their time and content choice (RQ1; Section 4.1). 2) Even while our participants used a variety of strategies to manage their time on Netflix, design factors like autoplay and a lack of stopping cues often influenced them into watching more than they originally planned (RQ2; Section 4.2). 3) The design of the Netflix’s recommendation-infused homepage influenced what the participants choose to watch, and the participants were not necessarily happy about it, preferring “more human” recommendations like those from friends and family (RQ3; Section 4.3).

Based on these findings, we have two main suggestions for the design of Netflix. First, we recommend that the autoplay and autopreview (which automatically starts playing content when a user arrives on the homepage) features should be easier to toggle on and off instead of buried in account settings that can only be accessed in browser. Second, we suggest that Netflix should design the platform for increased human-human connections around content suggestions over human-algorithm connections. For example, they could add capability to ‘import’ recommendations from off-platform sources (e.g., friends and blogs), allow building and sharing of autoplay queues, and integrate group watching [26].
The specific contributions of this work are:

- We conduct an analysis of user experiences and perceptions about using the most popular streaming media platform, Netflix, and provide a range of user opinions regarding their sense of agency on the platform.
- We provide a breakdown of the effects that the Netflix platform design has on its users’ time spent watching media on the platform and choice of content watched.
- We extend literature on dark patterns and online manipulation [23, 45, 60]. Existing taxonomies focus on interface designs related to choice architecture [58] and do not necessarily cover the manipulative nature of the features highlighted in this work, like the temporal inertia of choice (autoplay) or removing choice altogether (autopreview).
- We show that the negative effects that non-subscription based platform features, such as YouTube’s autoplay, have on a user’s sense of agency over time-on-device and content consumption [54] also apply to Netflix, the largest SVOD. We also provide evidence of manipulative effects from SVOD-specific features such as autopreview and homepage design.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this section we describe Netflix’s rise as an SVOD service, how streaming media platforms can exacerbate technology overuse, and how content presentation can affect a user’s sense of agency over content consumption on streaming media platforms.

2.1 A Brief History of Netflix and its Scale

Netflix was founded in 1997 as a company for selling and renting DVDs by mail in the US [46]. They launched their website for managing DVD orders in 1998 [48] and introduced the subscription model in 1999 [61]. The company went public in 2002 at a value of $82.5 million [2]. By 2003, Netflix gained their millionth subscriber [3]. In 2007, Netflix delivered their billionth DVD by mail [4] and began the transition to streaming video on-demand over the Internet [47]. From 2010 to 2012 Netflix expanded its streaming services internationally, first in Canada [32], then to Latin America [40] and Europe [69].

Although at first Netflix was primarily a distributor of content, it premiered the first Netflix-produced content in 2013 calling them Netflix Originals, marking the start of Netflix’s journey into the production space [27]. By 2016, Netflix had expanded to almost every remaining country [75]. By 2017 Netflix subscriptions surpassed the combined users of major cable providers in the US [68]. At the time of writing, Netflix had about 75 million subscribers in US and Canada alone and 221 million worldwide [78]. The company has the largest market share of SVOD services (e.g., Disney+ and Amazon Prime Video) worldwide [79]. Given its large size worldwide and in the US, we chose to examine how Netflix’s design can affect users’ time management and choice of content to consume.

2.2 Streaming Media and User Engagement

The goal of technology companies and their success hinges on their algorithm’s ability to get users ‘hooked’ [37, 38]. Online manipulative interfaces have increasingly come under scrutiny. For instance, there is a growing body of work on dark patterns or manipulative user interface designs that coerce, steer, or deceive users into making particular decisions such as making a purchase, giving up private data, or choosing to visit a particular site [12, 23, 45, 60]. Mathur et al. explain how these design patterns rely on humans’ natural cognitive biases [57].

There has been some work targeting manipulative and/or addictive designs outside of academic research as well. For example, Frances Haugen, a Facebook whistleblower, outlined how Instagram exacerbated eating disorders among teen users by recommending content that was damaging but
engaging [39]. Along with other criticisms of Facebook’s internal research documents released by Haugen, this helped motivate the Kids Online Safety Act (KOSA), a bill introduced by bipartisan congresspersons to increase the responsibility and restrictions of online service providers for designs impacting children [21]. This bill, KOSA, includes mention of manipulative designs in streaming media platforms such as Netflix. For example, under KOSA, platforms would be required to allow parents of minors to limit features that increase, sustain, or extend their children’s use such as “automatic playing of media” and allow them to “opt out of algorithmic recommendation systems that use a minor’s personal data” [21]. The effects of KOSA on platforms like Netflix are still unclear. Critics of KOSA argue that the act will effectively force platforms to increase surveillance and censorship of minors without improving their safety [49].

Regardless, the effects of manipulative design patterns are significant and expansive [58]. For example, manipulative design patterns cause users to make decisions against their best interests [53], leave users feeling manipulated [23], and expose users to harmful content [85]. It is clear that these manipulative designs can contribute to “the age of behavioral addiction” as described by Alter in his book Irresistible: The Rise of Addictive Technology and the Business of Keeping Us Hooked [15]. For example, Alter notes the technology world’s drive to reduce stopping cues, or signals that it is time to move on to do something different, and how this shift contributes to technology overuse.

Research to date has mostly focused on the harms of online manipulation in social media platforms particularly, as opposed to SVOD services [14, 39, 66, 67]. However, companies designing experiences to be addictive may have origins in other fields. Schüll writes about the gambling industry’s shift towards machines infused with addictive design elements, prioritizing “time-on-device” and getting players “into the zone” to the point where they are physically and economically exhausted [72]. Some have connected these manipulatively engaging designs to the realm of daily device usage, “equat[ing] carrying a smartphone to walking around with a slot machine in our pockets” [43]. For instance, Day and Stemler explore how social media’s user experience design results in a dopamine release framework akin to gambling addictions [34]. Instagram, specifically, withholds notifying users of likes until later moments that are experimentally determined to result in larger bursts of dopamine [31]. Whether these types of user experiences technically constitute ‘addiction’ is still unclear, but many researchers do consider it at least habitual or compulsive [50, 63, 82] or dissociative by design [18].

With respect to streaming media platforms, the “irresistible” platform designs may manifest in a decreased sense of agency with respect to time management, sleep, and mental health issues [15, 54]. However, prior works have not investigated this topic in depth for SVOD systems such as Netflix. Our work addresses this gap by investigating the user experiences and perceptions of Netflix design elements related to a sense of agency over time management.

2.3 Content Choice Curation Versus Content Choice Manipulation

Online manipulative user interfaces can not only affect user’s overall time management, but they can also affect what we watch. For instance, it is well-known that recommendation engines and ranking systems drive many of the decisions in our daily lives and that these systems may result in harm as they tend to prioritize engagement metrics over well-being [66, 67, 73, 81].

In fact, recommendation systems have evolved from helping users find what they want quickly to save time to now increase platform engagement metrics [44]. Some feel that the goals of these systems could even be deemed as having shifted overtime from beneficial task support (i.e., ‘reading our minds’) to paternalistic aggressive recommendations (i.e., ‘leading our minds’) [29]. Similarly, Cohn writes “recommendation systems privilege the ‘free choice’ of users as a synecdoche of their unique individuality, self-worth, and authenticity while, in fact, always guide users toward certain choices over others” [30]. These systems rely on personalized records of fine-grained user activity,
to provide users an endless stream of content that they will, with high probability, engage with [86]. This may benefit users, providing them with content they might enjoy. On the other hand, the benefits given to platforms employing these systems are also clear: revenue from user retention and an active role in what users see [44, 83].

With respect to streaming media platforms, recommendation systems can have substantial effects since every platform design element to curate and present content to a user can heavily influence what users choose to watch. As the decision space increases (e.g., the number of news websites or the size of Netflix’s catalog) so does the demand for recommendation systems, which can present a ‘special’ subset of the space. On Netflix specifically, the home screen can only show a fraction of their 5K+ titles [77]. That is, even just listing a title on the Netflix homepage can be considered a recommendation to some extent as it was ‘hand-selected’ from the full library [52].

Further, how content is displayed or recommended influences users’ perceptions of the content [17]. For example, randomly assigned recommendations as well as perturbed real recommendations affect consumers’ willingness to pay for content [13]. Some recommendation systems can also cause users to consume increasingly similar content to one another, even content misaligned with personal interests [28]. One study showed that users discover and develop new interests when they swap recommendations with other users [20]. On Netflix, these influences are important since they reach such a large subscriber base, and what people consume on the platform can have significant societal impact.

For instance, Netflix viewer consumption has had noticeable economic effects—the release of “The Queen’s Gambit” resulted in significant increases in chess participation and purchases [76]—to harmful public health outcomes—the release of “13 Reasons Why” resulted in significant increases in suicide rates of boys 10 to 17 years old [24]. Both series were produced and promoted by Netflix. Further, since users primarily know Netflix as an entertainment platform, as opposed to, say, a traditional news website, there may not be the same norms for carefully consuming and critiquing content. Yet, the effects of how Netflix presents its content are not fully known. Our work addresses this gap by investigating the user experiences and perceptions of streaming media platform design elements related to a sense of agency over content choice.

There is already one study examining the topic of users’ sense of agency over time and content choice on YouTube, another streaming media platform with a different model than Netflix [54]. Lukoff et al. examined how autoplay, a feature that automatically plays one YouTube video after another, affects how much control users feel they have over what they watch and how much time they spend watching YouTube [54]. With a user study focused on digital wellbeing, these authors found that autoplay was a leading feature contributing to users feeling a loss of a sense of agency on YouTube. Our study differs in that we examine Netflix, the largest SVOD worldwide [79].

Further, SVOD services like Netflix differ from social media platforms like YouTube in that: Netflix generates revenue from subscriptions instead of primarily advertisements; and the type of content differs in type, length, and whether it is user generated. Thus, these platforms warrant separate studies. We also extended the analysis to include additional features like autopreview, the full homepage experience, and non-digital external mechanisms (e.g., interactions with friends) as opposed to purely digital ones (e.g., mobile applications). Another study conducted interviews with middle-aged adults asking about their beliefs and theories of how algorithmic recommendation systems work, identifying four main actors believed to influence the recommendations they receive on YouTube: the current user, other users, the algorithm, and the organization [16]. Our study differs in that we ask about specific design features of the Netflix platform and, again, that we focus on the largest SVOD instead of social media.
Table 1. Descriptions of the Netflix homepage features that affect which content is played and displayed. Screenshots of these features (and other features that we do not report on in this work) were shown to the participants as visual probes and can be found in the Appendix A.2.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Autoplay*</td>
<td>When content finishes playing, Netflix queues up content that automatically starts after a 5-second countdown.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autopreview</td>
<td>When users open Netflix, a large preview box automatically plays content at the top of the homepage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For You</td>
<td>Used as a catch-all for the Netflix homepage rows like &quot;Top picks for you&quot;, &quot;Gems for [Profile Name]&quot;, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netflix-N</td>
<td>Netflix distinguishes titles on its homepage as Netflix Originals with an N-badge, meaning that the content’s production was either originally commissioned by Netflix or has had additional seasons commissioned by Netflix after originally being produced elsewhere. There are also dedicated homepage rows for these titles where the platform aggregates Netflix Originals in one place (i.e., &quot;Only on Netflix&quot;).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top 10</td>
<td>Most popular content on Netflix at the time. These titles are displayed in a dedicated ordered row on the homepage. The titles may also appear in other rows (e.g., rows showing titles of a specific genre). If the titles appear in another row, the thumbnail includes a Top 10 badge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trending</td>
<td>Netflix’s proprietary combination of the platform’s popular content and personalized recommendations based on user demographics.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*We did not show screenshots of autoplay because it is a platform-wide policy as opposed to a visual platform element on the homepage.

3 METHODS
To explore user experiences and perceptions of features in the Netflix platform design related to a user’s sense of agency, we conducted semi-structured interviews with 20 participants.

3.1 Interview Structure
We designed the interviews to loosely resemble the structure of a typical Netflix session, that is, from start to finish of one visit to the platform. First, we asked about participants’ motivations and feelings prior to opening the platform. Second, we asked them to walk us through how they choose content to watch on Netflix and described their interactions with different platform features. During this stage of the interview, we showed participants screenshots of notable features on the Netflix homepage where the main content catalogue is located as prompts for discussing how they choose content. The screenshots we shared (Appendix A.2.3) were from both mobile and desktop versions of Netflix. The specific features we report on and their descriptions are shown in Table 1. Third, we asked about participant’s watching behaviors once they press play followed by their feelings and perceptions after they end a Netflix watching session. Finally, we asked questions about their general reflections on the platform and provided an opportunity for participants to speak about Netflix features we or they might have missed until that point. The full interview guide can be found in Appendix A.2.2.

Once we created the interview guide, two researchers conducted two pilot interviews which we used to tweak the wording and ordering of questions before finalizing the guide. The pilot interviews are not included in the data set. After obtaining IRB (Institutional Review Board) approval, both interviewers began conducting interviews virtually (on Zoom) from January 2022 to May 2022. Before participating in the interview, we asked participants to fill out a brief survey providing their consent, demographic information, and some background about their watching behaviors (see survey instrument in Appendix A.2.1). The interviews lasted about 30-60 minutes (median: 47 minutes). All interviews were audio recorded and we compensated participants with a $25 Amazon e-Gift Card for their participation.
Table 2. Survey participant demographics: age, gender, and highest level of education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female Identifying</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male Identifying</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-binary</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Education</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than High School</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate Degree</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor’s Degree</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Degree</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. How long participants have used Netflix, the number of Netflix uses per week, the distribution of their daily Netflix use, and the modalities in which the participants typically use Netflix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Account Age</th>
<th>Frequency of Use</th>
<th>Total Daily Use</th>
<th>Modality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Median: 5.5</td>
<td>Once a week</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>Desktop/Laptop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average: 5.4</td>
<td>More than once a week</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>Mobile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Dev.: 2.37</td>
<td>Once a day</td>
<td>4.43</td>
<td>Smart TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range: 2-10</td>
<td>More than once a day</td>
<td>0.50 - 19.2</td>
<td>Tablet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gaming Console</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Recruitment

We recruited 20 interview participants via a public Twitter post soliciting regular Netflix viewers currently living in US. The interviewee demographics are shown in Table 2. The participants were young, roughly split on gender identity, and most had a bachelor’s degree. In the background and demographic survey, we asked about the participants’ general watching behaviors, which are shown in Table 3. They all watched Netflix regularly, with most reporting watching more than once a week and many reporting watching Netflix more than once a day. The median number of hours that the participants reported spending watching Netflix a day was 2.25 hours, equating to more than a full month out of a year.

3.3 Interview Analysis

We used Rev.com for interview transcription, with whom we have a non-disclosure agreement. Two members of the research team performed thematic analysis [70]. First, these team members coded a subset of interviews to identify structural codes for organizing the data such as ‘Watching Context’ and ‘Choosing Content’. Next, after multiple discussions with the research team, we generated subcodes such as ‘Favorite Recommendation’, ‘Desired Tools’ and ‘Stopping Cues’ and discussed which ones of these were most relevant until the codebook was finalized. Two researchers then coded each interview transcript using the final codebook in MAXQDA. One researcher, the primary coder, went through all interview transcripts and applied the codes described in Table 4. The other researcher, the secondary coder, then went through the interviews and checked the applied codes, indicating spots for further discussion. Over several research meetings, we discussed points of disagreement and resolved them. For each code, we extracted the coded segments for that code to Excel and then read through and did a round of axial coding. We then wrote summaries for each code, and the team discussed all the summaries to discern which were the relevant and important emergent themes of interest for the paper. When reporting participant quotes in the following sections, we use participant codes: P1-P20.

3.4 Limitations

Our study’s participant sample tended towards young and most had college degrees. We also filtered for participants located in the US. Future work could expand this study to include users of other
Table 4. Codebook used for qualitative coding of the interviews, in alphabetical order.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Memo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHOOSING CONTENT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Favorite Recommendation</td>
<td>Which source of recommendations are their most valuable and why?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feelings</td>
<td>How do they feel about the process of choosing content?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Find vs. Know</td>
<td>Do they find stuff to watch or already know what to watch?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Least Favorite Recommendation</td>
<td>Which source of recommendations are their least valuable and why?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netflix Browsing</td>
<td>How do they navigate the Netflix platform?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not on Netflix</td>
<td>What do they do/think when content they search for turns out to not be on Netflix?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommendation Sources</td>
<td>Where do they get recommendations from?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategies</td>
<td>What are their general strategies for finding/choosing content?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Anything that does not fit in with other codes but does not warrant its own code.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform Comparisons</td>
<td>How does their experience on Netflix compare with other SVODs?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERSONAL REFLECTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior Appreciation</td>
<td>Is there anything they would like to change about how they watch Netflix?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior Undesirables</td>
<td>What do they appreciate about their relationship with Netflix or how they watch?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feelings After</td>
<td>How do they feel after a session?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLATFORM REFLECTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desired Tools</td>
<td>Are there any other tools that they wish existed?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dislikes</td>
<td>What features did they dislike or find unhelpful/harmful and why?:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likes</td>
<td>What features did they like or find helpful/useful and why?:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplements</td>
<td>What other strategies, tools, tricks did they use alongside their Netflix experience?:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPECIFIC FEATURES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autoplay, Autopreview, For You, Genres, Hover-Preview, Netflix-N, Random Shuffle, Recently Watched, Search Bar, Top 10, Trending</td>
<td>How did they use/think about this feature? (Codes applied separately for each feature.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIME MANAGEMENT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effects</td>
<td>What are the general relationships between their time management and Netflix?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stopping cues</td>
<td>Why/when do they stop watching?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategies</td>
<td>What are their general strategies for managing their time (if any) on Netflix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watch durations</td>
<td>How long do they tend to watch? (Time, number of episodes, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WATCHING CONTEXT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Companions</td>
<td>Who are they with when they are watching? Are they Alone?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concurrent Activities</td>
<td>What other things are they doing when they watch?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mood</td>
<td>How do they feel when they decide to watch?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivations</td>
<td>Why do they watch Netflix?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time of day</td>
<td>When do they watch?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ages (e.g., older adults or children) and users in other countries, even those where Netflix is less popular. Further, our recruitment methods (social media) may bias towards those interested in internet or academic research. Also, we conducted the interviews while social distancing was still in effect during the COVID-19 pandemic which may have affected participant responses.

4 FINDINGS

In this section, we report on participant perceptions and experiences of Netflix organized with respect to our study’s three main research questions.

4.1 Netflix Watching Context: Setting the Scene

We gathered the general setting and context that motivate the participants to use Netflix. We found that while users had a variety of reasons for using Netflix, they often watched alone and for escapism-like mood management, lending a degree of agency to the platform.

4.1.1 Why Use Netflix? The entertainment value of Netflix is clear and the primary reason for using the platform, but the participants also gave a variety of additional motivations for why they use Netflix. We found that motivations for watching Netflix were highly related to users’ desire for managing their mood such as escapism and alleviating boredom.
Motivated by Feelings and Mood Management. When they decided to watch Netflix, participants provided a variety of moods and feelings. It was more common that participants cited negative moods when deciding to open the Netflix platform (15/20). Most commonly mentioned negative feelings were boredom (8/20) and exhaustion (3/20). Others mentioned feeling stressed, upset or angry, zombie-like, not-focused, longing for loved ones, “in need of much needed entertainment” (P19), or general unhappiness. As P6 reported:

“Sometimes I open it because I’m bored. I just want to look around, look what’s there. [...] So I was hoping, ‘Okay, hopefully there’s something good or interesting that could entertain me.’ Okay, in that way, I guess like when I’m too bored or stressed out from work, I tend to open it more.”

6/20 participants mentioned that they were often feeling positive when they decided to watch Netflix. Positive moods that our participants mentioned included happy, content, good/great mood, excited, stress-free, relaxed, or chilled. A few (3/20) stated they had no particularly strong emotions when choosing to watch Netflix. 2/20 participants mentioned being eager (to learn something) or anticipative, feeling adventurous, or focused.

Most participants (13/20) spoke of how Netflix could be used for some form of mood management. To list a few: “to chill out” (P1), “to turn off my brain for a little bit” (P8), and “to stay afloat” (P9).

Convenient Form of Entertainment. 7/20 participants said they used Netflix because it is a particularly convenient form of entertainment, with very few hurdles in the way of being entertained. For instance, one participant told an anecdote about how they chose Netflix over other entertainment options since its on-demand entertainment did not require active participation. Many participants (7/20) mentioned using Netflix as a way to stay caught up with the worlds of Film and Television.

Some (5/20) cited Netflix’s time-passing, time-killing, and time-filling abilities. Other participants mentioned more specific uses for Netflix such as as an activity around which to build a date with their partner, a tool to learn about a topic from documentaries, or just habitual use.

Netflix as a Complementary Activity. We asked participants if they do other things while they watch Netflix. Exemplified by P20, Netflix allows for concurrent activities since full attention is not always required:

“I guess I... scroll on my phone... especially when watching reality TV... which is maybe why I like it. It’s like, okay, if you miss parts of it and you’re just looking at your phone”

Most (14/20) participants liked to do other things while watching Netflix. The two most common additional activities that participants mentioned doing while watching Netflix were cooking/eating food (7/20) and using their smartphones or other devices for entertainment and activities such as texting, checking email, and scrolling through social media (7/20). At least two even told us they make the Netflix player smaller on their screen so they could do other activities on the same device at the same time.

There were a variety of other activities that participants did while watching Netflix: doing chores, exercising, taking public transportation, reading, playing games, engaging in intimate relations, chatting with others that they are watching a show with, and working. Other participants (6/20) liked to specifically dedicate their full attention to what Netflix is playing. They mentioned that they often like to only focus on Netflix while they are watching and not do any other attention-splitting activities. For example, P9 said “Well, most of the time when I’m watching, I’m watching.”

4.1.2 Who Do Users Watch Netflix With? We asked participants who they are with when they watch Netflix. We found that watching Netflix alone was more popular among our participants than watching with others.
Watching Alone. Almost every participant (17/20) mentioned watching Netflix alone. 5/17 sometimes watched alone, where the others mostly (8/17) or only (4/17) watched alone. Notably, two participants specifically mentioned that they did not like watching Netflix with others as P19 summarizes:

“[I] don’t like watching films with my friends, because they’re going to be a big, big distraction. That’s just it. I might get someone asking me questions about what I’m watching, or someone might try to intrude into what I’m seeing currently.”

Watching With Others. Most participants (12/20) did however watch with others at least sometimes. The most common watching companions were partners (6/12) and friends (5/12), followed by family (2/12) or roommates (1/12).

4.2 Netflix Platform Design and User’s Sense of Agency: Time Management

We explored the relationships between our participants and their daily time management. We found that even while users may use a variety of strategies to manage their time on Netflix, platform design features like autoplay and a lack of stopping cues often influenced users into watching more than they originally planned.

4.2.1 What Strategies Help Users Manage Their Time on Netflix? Participants used a variety of strategies to manage their time on Netflix, some common (e.g., mapping out schedules) and some less common (e.g., maintaining watchlists to reduce time scrolling for content, logging out of the app on their phone, replacing Netflix time with reading). 7/20 participants reported not using any general strategy or just managed their time “naturally” (P16).

Preplanning or Planning On-the-Fly Many participants (8/20) reported planning or fitting Netflix sessions into their free time throughout the day. Sometimes, the predictable/knowable length of Netflix content made it easier to plan than typical TV sessions. A couple of participants indicated how the scheduling can follow rules on the number of episodes/movies instead of just time. For instance, participants told us they would decide ahead of time that they would just watch a single episode or movie and then be done no matter what. However, often participants deferred the decision to continue watching until the end of whatever content they were watching, at which they would ask themselves:

“Do I want to watch another episode or go do something else, like do work or do something else?” (P1).

Using Complementary Activities to Regulate Time on Netflix. A few participants spoke about how their time on Netflix is partially managed by their engagement with other activities (3/20) such as reading, playing games, or watching Netflix at the gym:

“But when I do got to the gym and I actually started doing that this past winter is that I would find a Netflix series and I would only watch at the gym. So it gave me motivation to go to a gym if it was really good, because I was disciplining myself to only watch it at the gym. So I was responsive like, ‘I got to go to the gym right now because I need to watch this show’” (P18).

Other Time Management Strategies. Participants also had other tricks to manage their time such as not installing the app on their phone so they would use it less at night, deciding what to watch ahead of time to avoid wasted time scrolling, watching at almost 3× speed, or “just don’t open it” (P20).
4.2.2 How Does the Platform Design Affect Time Management? We asked about two main factors affecting users' time management: stopping cues and autoplay. We found that users' time management could be subverted by the platform to a large extent.

The Content Informs When Users Stop Watching. We asked participants what it looked like when they stopped a Netflix watching session. Most participants told us that they typically watched Netflix until the content ends (16/20), barring urgent interruptions or rare occasions of terminated watching due to low-quality content (P6: “When I start a particular contents, I have to finish it”).

For most, the decision to continue watching was deferred until the end of the episode or movie. Others talked about how the content itself could affect their time management:

“Yeah. Sometimes I’ll just watch it straight through until the end of the episode. Like I said, I feel like I am forced... Like I said, if there’s only 10 minutes left on the show and I’m like, ‘Well, I’ve already been on break for 30 minutes for my lunch. I’m just going to take another 10 minutes to finish this show and it’ll be okay.’ Because I need to finish this episode because I need to know what’s going to happen. And if I don’t, then I’m going to have anxiety because I’m like, ‘Oh, I need to find out what...’” (P18).

The other way in which the content informed when a participant stopped watching was when the content was not high enough quality to keep them entertained or engaged. A few (3/20) participants said they stopped watching sooner than planned if they did not like the content they were watching.

Other Stopping Cues. Off-platform stopping cues included the need to return to daily activities. 8/20 participants told us about activities from their daily life that pulled them away from watching Netflix, most commonly, to return to working (6/8) or needing to go to sleep (3/8). A few of the other daily life activities that ended Netflix sessions were needing to do chores/run errands, caring for pets, and cooking. P12 summarized a canonical example of external stopping cues:

“Yeah. Like cases where I have to run out to the grocery store, or I have a deadline to meet, or a friend to come over and I have to like hang out, or I have to run on errand for somebody or look after something or feed my pet. Except from those few obstructions, I don’t have other reasons to stop the show abruptly.”

Sometimes participants (5/20) mentioned how they had to stop watching Netflix to attend to some unplanned urgent matters, such as if a child fell and started crying, people were showing up at their door, or parents called on the phone to chat. P10 equated the feeling to playing outside as a child:

“I feel like... You know, when you’re small and you have to ride your bike, and after some minutes, your parents have to call you in to come go to other stuff. Like, ‘Come on, five more minutes please.’ So that’s how I feel sometimes. And other times I just feel like, ‘Okay, what I have to do, this is really, really important.’ ”

A few participants (5/20) reported that timing devices could provoke them to stop watching Netflix. For example, break alarms at work (that sound at the end of a breaktime) informed some participants to stop watching and return to work. At least 3/20 set alarms or reminders for themselves to know when they should be done watching Netflix, stopping a Netflix session when the clock reaches a certain time, rather than when content ends. Others tried to set and follow a strict bedtime for themselves to combat the “biggest temptation” of watching late into the evening (P3):

“Well, probably the big one is set a time that you’re going to go to bed and just go to bed. I think maybe the biggest temptation is watch late into the evening, which I know is not good for me. Usually I’ll just kind of set a rule and make sure you’re still getting the sleep you need.”
Participants also mentioned that they sometimes stopped watching Netflix whenever they completed the activity they were doing while using Netflix as background noise. Others stopped when they wanted to take a break from electronics or to take a walk. Others talked about listening to signals from their body and mind to know when it’s a good time to stop.

“Not particularly. I don’t feel like a ton of struggle with this, honestly. I get very overwhelmed by too much TV and stimulation after a while. So I can’t usually do much more than three to four hours of TV before I start feeling like I am overwhelmed and need to turn it off. My head hurts.” (P8)

**Autoplay as a Convenient Removal of Friction.** We asked participants how they felt about autoplay, the automatic playing of content after one piece of content ends. Half of the participants appreciated how autoplay (10/20) was convenient/less work for them when it played something related (like the next episode of the same TV show) easing/bridging the suspense episode to episode, especially when using Netflix as background noise. Some enjoyed checking out the automatically played content even if it was not directly related to the content that just completed. P15 summarized the feature’s convenience:

“[If] I’m really into the show and I absolutely cannot stop watching it, I love that feature. It’s just so simple. I get my two minute break for the credits or whatever to take in everything that just happened on the episode, and then it will automatically play the next one, which is so nice. I guess the same thing will happen when I am playing something in the background, like a show. It’s just nice because I don’t have to keep paying attention to it, and it’ll keep playing in the background. I don’t have to break from my little focus bubble and take the time out to play the next episode.”

**Autoplay as an Inconvenient Removal of Friction.** However, half of participants were critical of the autoplay feature since it made it easier to watch more than they originally desired to watch by creating a sort of inertia in their watching session. If participants simply waited or did nothing, Netflix made the decision to extend their watching session by another episode, and, as discussed earlier, participants would generally stay for the whole duration of the added content. This is summarized by the following quotes:

“Yeah. I think it makes me watch more episodes of a TV show when I’m watching a TV show. Yeah. And particularly because they do roll very fast. I think it’s five seconds or maybe even less. Yeah. If I’m watching, I don’t know, a short sitcom while I’m eating dinner, sometimes I’ll just watch one episode and then, I don’t know, stop and do dishes and go do something else after dinner. But sometimes the next episode will start playing, and I’ll say, ‘Oh, whatever, I’ll just watch another episode and do like my dishes later,’ that type of thing.” (P1)

“If the next episode is playing, it’s probably because I just let the autoplay continue or, I know, more because I was lazy to pick up my remote and do something, change a search for something else explicitly.” (P11)

Some participants acknowledged that the autoplay feature helps Netflix keep users engaged:

“I actually am very opposed to autoplaving to the next show or next movie, whenever I finish a thing, I definitely want to stop, turn off the TV and take a break. But definitely I fall into like, ‘Ah, this was so great. I should just watch one more episode. One more episode. It’s not too late.’ [...] I imagine that it can be a problem for people sometimes. And I don’t appreciate that as a business decision to keep people engaged.” (P8)
Additional criticisms of the *autoplay* feature included how it discouraged time for reflection or mindful decision-making. 6/20 participants mentioned how *autoplay* also cuts out their time to process what they watched, take breaks, or do other activities because the countdown was so fast and added pressure to making a decision.

“It’s a little bit jarring because sometimes I want to sit there and process the movie... I don’t know why. I feel very strongly that I do not want to have something auto-play that I haven’t chosen to watch. I guess it feels a little bit different because for episodes of a TV show I’ve chosen to watch a TV show. So it is a little bit jarring because I really do feel like I have to race to turn that off.” (P1)

While some participants were fine with assuming the responsibility, most participants spoke about how stopping a Netflix session required active user participation to stop *autoplay*. This creates an opt-out, under-pressure, decide-later dynamic instead of the alternative opt-in, mindful, intentional Netflix sessions.

*Autoplay in the Settings*. The participants were divided on whether they would turn off *autoplay* in the settings. Half of our participants said they planned to keep *autoplay* and had not really considered turning it off. In the other half, some expressed desire to turn it off but were not aware this was possible until we asked about it. Only 4/20 had taken the time to turn off the *autoplay* feature because of the criticisms above or they did not want Netflix to keep playing all night after they fall asleep.

“Oh, I had no idea that there’s a setting. Is there really a setting? If it is a setting, I will go change that tonight. Wait. Oh, now I’m... Okay. I’m surprised. I am not entirely sure that that will lead to me watching fewer episodes, but I’m kind of confident that it would” (P1).

4.2.3 What Adverse Effects Do the Users Experience? Even with the use of time management strategies outlined above, 15/20 participants did mention adverse effects Netflix use had on their time, fueled by a lack of *stopping cues* and *autoplay*. Many (6/20) watched more than they planned to, and in some cases were hooked into watching for long periods of time. A few participants shared acute cases of feeling sucked into Netflix. P19 remembered feeling lost and dizzy after watching for a long time, and P6 said:

“I would just keep watching. Actually I did this a lot while I was in college. I would just watch, I first planned to watch something for one hour and became like three hours, four hours. And I stayed up too late and I feel bad the next day. But when I was watching it, I was so addicted to it.”

P15 even felt “*shameful*” about their watching behaviors and getting hooked to Netflix’s content. 7/20 mentioned how they were forced to adjust their sleep schedules to accommodate their watching of Netflix, resulting in lost sleep as summarized by P18:

“So I could have went to sleep right after I got done eating, but I chose to stay up and watch it. At that point, then it’s almost midnight and I’m just not wanting to sleep, knowing I should have been asleep a while ago.”

4.3 Netflix Platform Design and User’s Sense of Agency: Content Choice

We wanted to know how participants choose what to watch on Netflix. We found that the design of the Netflix platform influenced what the participants chose to watch, and the participants were not necessarily happy about it, preferring “*more human*” (P4) recommendations like from friends and family.
4.3.1 How Do Users Feel About Their Different Sources of Recommendations? Netflix users constantly field recommendations from a variety of sources. We asked participants which sources they use and which ones they preferred over others.

**Off-Platform Recommendations.** Participants’ off-platform recommendation sources were friends (19/20 participants), social media (16/20), blogs/articles with reviews (12/20), and family (9/20). 11/20 participants mentioned ranking recommendations from friends as their favorite recommendation source. Next, were social media (5/20), family (4/20), and then blogs/articles (3/20). Reasons for favoring recommendations from friends tended to follow the idea that the participants’ friends had similar preferences and tastes as the participant or at least knew the participant well enough to give recommendations that they were likely to enjoy. Recommendations from friends and family also added a social component to the experience. P1 summarizes their preferred recommendation sources:

> “Just from experience, I think that I generally like the recommendations that I’m given from my family and friends more than other sources of recommendations. It also is nice to go back and talk about whatever I watch with family and friends.”

Participants that valued social media recommendations pointed to trust of public opinion: if more people watched it and talked about it, then participants told us they felt the content would probably be worth watching. Participants that preferred blogs/articles liked the curated opinions of professionals/critics and experienced writers.

Only a few participants ranked off-platform recommendations as their least favorite source of content, expressing how their taste differed from their friends, family, social media profiles, critics/writers, etc.

**On-Platform Recommendations.** 17/20 participants mentioned using recommendations from Netflix themselves. However, only 3/20 ranked Netflix as their favorite recommendation source. Those that valued Netflix recommendations valued the algorithm’s ability to provide good suggestions and sometimes also valued what Netflix says is popular (in the cases where they used Top 10 or Trending Titles).

9/20 participants mentioned ranking recommendations from Netflix their least favorite. The participants that did not value recommendations from Netflix typically said the recommendation algorithm was “off” in some way. It either over recommended a (sub-)genre they watched once but would not watch again, or over recommended popular content that participants did not necessarily want to watch. P20 summarized common sentiments in their quote which relates back to time management and how Netflix’s recommendations are driven by engagement (profits):

> “I just feel like they’re trying to push random things on me that I won’t necessarily have interest in. Yeah. I think they are nefarious... I mean, not nefarious depending how you look at it, but they just want me to watch more TV, and I don’t necessarily want to watch more TV.”

4.3.2 How Does Netflix Drive Users to Content? Despite preferring off-platform recommendations, most participants did use on-platform recommendations at least sometimes. Here we explore how participants used the Netflix features to reach content to watch on the platform.

**Two-Step Framework of Exploration.** Participants summarized Netflix’s role in pushing content as two steps: First, the platform gives a user something that they have not heard of before. Second, the user must be convinced that this content is worth checking out. The platform features on the homepage are designed to present a vast number of titles to expose users to various content. Participants gave many examples highlighting the important role of attention capture when scrolling
through the homepage, where attention capturing titles, thumbnails, and row-headers are a degree of filtering on an already curated subset of the Netflix catalog. Participants also commented on how Netflix has features to convince the viewer a piece of content is worth watching. These features included appealing to the content’s popularity such as Top 10 or Trending or its ‘goodness of fit for you’ via Netflix’s personalized recommendations such as For You.

Autopreview Plants Seeds Akin to Advertising. Many participants often mentioned that the autopreview feature, playing clips or trailers of a particular show or movies automatically at the top of the homepage, sometimes captured their attention and caused them to engage with the content and eventually watch it (15/20). Only five of these participants said they usually did not end up watching this content as summarized by P6 who said they are “kind of immune to it”. Participants told us that this autopreview content felt like an advertisement and talked about how this feature was effective subconsciously, planting seeds for future watching choices.

“Yeah. It just starts playing. It starts shouting at you when you open it up. Yeah. It’s kind of annoying. Every once in a while, it hooks me and I watch the whole trailer. Less often than that do I watch the whole trailer and then start watching what it’s showing me, but I think it is probably good for planting something in my subconscious, like I see one show being advertised for, I don’t know, a couple times in a row and then I don’t think about it for a week and then I think, ‘Oh, maybe I should try out this show that.’” (P1)

Some told us how the autopreview feature unintentionally played content in the background when they just left Netflix open (e.g., on their smart TV) which they found “annoying”. Some found the autopreviewed content to be an overly specific recommendation that they were not necessarily going to like or that the content was specifically chosen by Netflix, seemingly more so than the rest of the homepage content. Only two participants (2/20) mentioned that it was a nice way to be exposed to a variety of trailers.

Navigating the Rows of Content. Otherwise, participants spoke of how they navigated the Netflix homepage. Participants talked about the side-scrollable rows of content presented on the Netflix homepage with categories including Top Ten, Popular on Netflix, Trending, etc. It was not clear to the participants the concrete differences between some of these rows. As such, participants typically talked about these rows interchangeably. 15/20 said they use Top 10 and Trending when browsing Netflix, with the most common (and predictable) reason being that it was a good “barometer” (P4) for what is popular on Netflix at the time. A few participants specifically added that what is popular must be worth watching, and these participants used this feature to keep up with what’s new to Netflix (although Top 10 and Trending content is not necessarily new). A few participants explained how important Top 10 and Trending is to their Netflix experience:

“Yeah. It’s like the Google page of Netflix. If you want to know what’s going on or what’s changing or the next big movie, as I said earlier, this is where you come. It’s like the News Feed on Facebook.” (P5)

“I feel like the top 10 is always interesting, because for me, in order to ... How am I going to say it? For example, you own a platform and you really want people to know more about it, and you want more views, more viewers on the platform, you have to give them the best. I guess that’s what Netflix are always doing. They always give the top 10 movies that is trending.” (P14)

Several participants (6/20) mentioned wanting to watch things primarily because of their popularity (sometimes as an assumed proxy for quality).
“So if I see it in the chart, like the Top in the USA, most people in the US are viewing it. Most people in the US are seeing it, then that means it’s really good because a lot of people see it, a lot of people are viewing it, then why should it be so popular if it is not good? Things like this do really do influence me.” (P19)

“But since I see that it’s trending in the US, I’m like, ‘Well, what is everybody else watching? Let me watch that.’” (P18)

On the other hand, half of the participants said that the Top 10 and Trending content was not necessarily aligned with their personal watching interests and that they did not really watch the content at all.

Participants Usually Did Not Consider Whether Content Was Produced by Netflix. 16/20 participants discussed how (and if) they considered a title being a Netflix Original when deciding what to watch (indicated by the Netflix-N badge). Most of these participants said they did not consider the Netflix-N when choosing what to watch with some not noticing it all. Only a few (3/20) participants sometimes considered the Netflix-N when choosing what to watch because they typically associated it with content quality.

Some participants also noticed that more often Netflix Original content was shown more than other content not produced by Netflix and wanted more transparency in the availability of content and why it came and went.

“Nowadays, they don’t have too many legacy shows. Most of those went to other services, so it’s mostly like what’s new, I guess I would say. So like movies that are coming up every so often like, ‘Oh, this Red Notice [Netflix Original] thing came out, The Witcher [Netflix Original] came out. What else do we see? The Umbrella Academy [Netflix Original] came out. Oh, sure, we’ll see the thing that’s new, and then move on until there’s another new thing.” (P2)

4.3.3 How Did the Users Feel About the Process of Choosing Content? Participants told us they enjoyed finding new content to watch both on and off Netflix, but many had complex opinions about Netflix’s role in the act of choosing what to watch.

The Joy of Discovering New Content. The participants reported a high degree of joy when they felt like they were finding content that they liked on their own. To name a few examples, P10 equated it to finding money on the street, P15 said it was like uncovering treasure, and it made P13 feel “like a boss.” That is, in addition to the entertainment value of consuming the content, our participants explained how they found special entertainment value coming from the discovery of new content.

Cynical Appreciation for Algorithmic Support. Participants had mixed feelings when asked about how Netflix’s recommendation engines supported their choice in what to watch. Half the participants expressed appreciation for algorithmic support in the content choosing process, but most participants (15/20) did share some concerns about the algorithmic support. P9 exemplifies this bittersweet relationship in the following quote, where they had both appreciations for the algorithm’s quality of recommendation and concerns over loss of a sense of agency in what they watched:

“Oh my gosh, now that I’m saying all this out loud, I’m like, I’ve handed so much control of my life over to Netflix. But they do such a great job. I feel very convicted about this. They do an incredible job and also I’m a little ashamed of myself because I should know better.”
Half 10/20 of the participants said that they appreciated the algorithmic support, all ten citing its ability to give good recommendations. A few of these participants added that it helped show them content that they otherwise would not watch and saved clicks/time that it would take to find those suggestions otherwise.

“Netflix is built around those recommendations. So if they were to be taken away, I would probably just stop using Netflix altogether. But I would say they mostly serve to make it easier for me to see things that I already want to see, that I already heard about. It’s clicks that ... for me at least, it’s more like they’re saving me clicks” (P2)

Dislike and Distrust of “The Algorithm”. Many (8/20) participants expressed a general distrust or dislike of Netflix’s algorithmic suggestions. Participants often felt that their interests and Netflix’s interests (or Netflix’s assumed interests of the user) were not aligned, resulting in recommendations that the user would not enjoy watching. Others felt that while they did not necessarily dislike what the algorithmic support comes up with, they did not particularly trust its intentions:

“It does feel a little coercive, a little bit manipulative, what the recommendation engine is doing, especially those things in the, I don’t know, user interface or the recommendations that cause me to watch more and more TV because sometimes that happens. Sometimes I feel like I’m watching too much Netflix. I know that is mostly my fault, but it feels like sometimes I’m watching more Netflix because I’m interacting with the recommendations a certain way.” (P1)

Desire for Independence. 8/20 participants expressed they preferred independence in finding content than depending on Netflix’s algorithmic support. This came in both specific forms of wanting to be in control of what one watched (P18: “No. I need to be in control of my own destiny and what I watch.”) and not wanting Netflix to be in control of what one watched as P1 explained:

“I’m very mixed because I think they do an unreasonably good job, but I kind of wish that I was not relying on them. [...] Maybe I just don’t want to admit that I’m letting Netflix choose so much for me by choosing which options to show me when I’m scrolling through it.”

Some (4/20) participants explained how they felt that the algorithmic recommendations were less meaningful than other sources. For them, the human elements of finding content were missing from the algorithmic recommendations (P4: ‘Well, experientially getting recommendations, even from weird Twitter people just feels more human. It’s like, I am part of the discourse in some way”). Similarly, P1 added how algorithmically recommended content did not provide the same ability to create a lasting connection with others:

“I think when I find a new show to watch from a recommendation from someone else, that is pretty meaningful because it’s a nice show to watch and it’s also a nice way to connect with that person. We get to discuss the show, and, I don’t know, maybe if the next season’s coming out, we can talk about that. I would say oftentimes when I’m scrolling through Netflix and find something new to watch, that’s less meaningful.”

5 DISCUSSION
In this work, we investigated design elements of Netflix for the impact they have on users’ senses of agency. In brief, we found that most participants commonly used Netflix for mood management; the frictionless platform design often kept users watching longer than they intended; and the platform influenced what people watched by heightened exposure to algorithmic recommendations. We discuss the implications of these findings, including recommendations for practitioners and future work.
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5.1 Boarding the Netflix Bus: A Trusting Hand off between Users and the Platform

Our findings show how our participants opened Netflix to relax or escape reality, most commonly alone. It is also common for users to split their attention by participating in other activities simultaneously. This type of use may be akin to users being willing to sacrifice a loss in sense of agency over their watching behaviors motivated by a desire for a space without responsibility and "real life problems" [84]. We are not claiming this type of use is problematic as some do [51]; but that it results in a degree of handing off agency to the platform, a relationship where trust is fundamental. Our findings show that Netflix may undermine its user’s trust by employing platform designs that create results counter to user intentions, like longer viewing sessions than intended and pushing undesirable relationships with recommendations. Even in cases where users may intentionally and knowingly hand off some responsibility to the platform (by accepting to watch autoplaying content and algorithmic recommendations), a user’s sense of agency should underscore (and bookend) the session. That is, the session should respect user’s original intentions and “return” a sense of agency to the user as the session ends or even periodically throughout.

Future work could further explore mechanisms for robustly exchanging agency between a platform and its users. Future work could also explore how context of use may affect users’ vulnerability to manipulative designs in SVODs. For example, perhaps watching in certain settings (e.g., watching Netflix in bed or leaving it on in the background of other activities) increases the power of impact of certain design elements like autoplay and autopreview. If so, there may be potential avenues for research targeting platform designs that encourage such contexts of use.

5.2 Waiting to Get off Until the Next Stop: Inertia in User Watching Behaviors

As our findings show, participants often navigate the Netflix homepage to find something to watch, scrolling through Netflix’s homepage which includes a trailer that automatically plays at the top followed by rows of thumbnails united by common themes. Popular content is displayed prominently as well as personally recommended content. After selecting content to watch, they often split their attention while watching by engaging in a simultaneous activity.

Once they press play, they will likely finish. The user could exit the platform early, but most do not apart from urgent interruptions. And at the end, the user has a 5-second window to opt-out of the next episode. The longer the user takes to make the decision, the more likely they are to watch the next episode. Or perhaps they are distracted by the other activities, so the content ending is not being considered. Regardless, inaction turns into an extended session. Before one has time to reflect, the next episode begins. For every 20–60-minute episode, Netflix gives the user 5 seconds to opt-out.

Currently, to turn off features like autoplay and autopreview, users must navigate to deep account settings that are only accessible on the Netflix settings via a browser. Given that half of the participants expressed interest in turning off autoplay and that it influenced users to watch more than they intended, we suggest putting a more accessible toggle for the feature, potentially modeling it off YouTube’s autoplay toggle. Additional control could include being able to increase the autoplay countdown for a longer period of reflection or set the number of episodes that will autoplay before stopping. Participants also found autopreview annoying and advertisement-like indicating that control over autopreview should be made more accessible as well. KOSA specifically targets these types of features that automatically play content [21], except not for adults. Future work could also investigate qualitatively measuring the effects that features like autoplay and autopreview have on viewing behaviors.
5.3 Netflix Chooses where the Bus Stops are: Architecture of Content Choice

As evidenced by our findings, users may not be consciously considering whether a piece of content was produced by Netflix or not, setting the stage for Netflix to expand its share of the content we consume without direct user oversight. As their share of viewed content increases, so does their cultural impact. Netflix had the most Academy Award nominations in 2022 [62], which generate substantial extra revenue [35]. Many argue that the nominations themselves are products of influence rather than specifically content quality [56]. This background could provide Netflix motivation for manipulating the choice architecture via methods like self-preferencing and aggressive algorithmic recommendation systems. The possible negative consequences being that users are exposed to more and more of the same content that Netflix creates and wants its users to see. In fact, a common focus of antitrust debates and a possible target of regulation, especially those regarding tech companies, is "self-preferencing," where a company favors their own internal collaborations over competitors [64, 71, 74].

In the case of Netflix, this could be ranking, recommending, or displaying Netflix Originals favorably over licensed content from other productions, which cost them more. There have been investigations targeting self-preferencing in some of the big tech companies like Google [25], and Apple [41], for example, but less so for SVOD platforms like Netflix. Since Netflix can have societal impact, we suggest more research on whether (or how) Netflix self-preferences original content in their recommendation framework including the homepage. For example, on the homepage of their mobile application, the thumbnails under the row of titles promoting Netflix Originals are 4× larger than the thumbnails in the other rows (Appendix A.1).

Further, as our findings show, users prefer recommendations from sources other than Netflix anyway. To this end, we recommend that Netflix designs the platform for increased human-human connections over human-algorithm connections or for more meaningful use [55]. Netflix could take inspiration from the social features on other platforms such as Spotify [9] where users can curate a public playlist of songs for others. Park and Kaneshiro found that successful collaborative music playlists like these support social connections, trigger nostalgia, and expand personal taste [65]. Netflix could similarly offer ways for friends to collaboratively build autoplay queues with content to watch, make these Netflix queues private or public on their profile page, and send their Netflix queues directly to one another. Netflix could also incorporate and promote live group watching across devices instead of isolating users. In fact, Cairns et al. found how individuals turned to applications for group watching while social distancing, given the pandemic’s recontextualization of personal relationships with technology and loneliness [26]. Already, there are a number of third-party applications that allow for group watching on Netflix, typically in the form of a browser extension and future work could determine how these features could more directly plug into or be part of the platform itself.1

5.4 Exploring the Roadmap: SVODs and Regulation

There may be a larger issue at play. When big technology companies are incentivized to break existing infrastructure at speeds where regulation lags [80], regulatory conversations become increasingly difficult. How should Netflix (and similar platforms) be treated, from a regulatory perspective? Originally, they were intermediaries that cut out brick-and-mortar video stores, delivering content to users. As their means of delivery transitioned to online streaming, they became content hosts. As their recommendations became more sophisticated, they became content aggregators and promoters. Responding to market trends, they transitioned to creating their own

---

1E.g., Teleparty [11], Watch2Gether [7], and Scener [8].
content, becoming producers. Today, they are all the above, reminiscent of the vertically integrated early days of Hollywood that the US supreme court decided violated antitrust law.

That is, in 1948 the US supreme court made a landmark decision in vertical monopolies, targeting specifically large companies in the film industry that controlled both film production and exhibition [1]. A major facet of the Paramount Decree, as the resulting agreement was called, forced film studios to divorce their movie theaters companies from their production companies. The decree also banned several anti-competitive content distribution practices. The following years saw increases in independent films and independent theaters.

In August of 2022, the Paramount Decree will be officially lifted [6], following a trend of the Department of Justice’s Antitrust Division revoking regulation [5]. The removal of the decree will have unknown effects since the world of streaming is so different from the time one could only see films in theaters. Still, film studios (including Netflix) will be able to purchase their own movie theaters, further extending their reach, and resume predatory distribution practices that effectively control the showings at other theaters (that they do not own). To add to the continued debate on regulations, the CSCW community can expand researching the harms of manipulative platform designs. Much of this attention has been directed towards social media; however, SVODs also warrant attention. As the CSCW community has helped inspirt, a shift towards human-centered platform design is overdue. One face of human-centered design that this work has shown to be important in the context of SVODs is designing for respect of users’ intentions.

5.5 Opportunities for Comparative Research on Other Streaming Platforms

While this work focused on Netflix as a canonical example of SVOD platforms, other SVODs may warrant their own attention given their different approaches to content recommendations and delivery. For example, video streaming is bundled with access to books, music, and faster package delivery for subscribers to Amazon Prime; and Hulu has an added aspect of live programming integrated into their SVOD platform. Moreover, users are not only choosing among content to watch on a platform, but there is a broader context of user choice in selecting which platform(s) to subscribe to in the first place. Future user studies could uncover how users handle following many shows across many SVOD platforms, since the same content may be hosted on multiple platforms at once, it may migrate from platform to platform, or it may never reach certain platforms at all.

Future work could also extend this work by including the multitude of non-subscription video streaming platforms such as YouTube, Twitch, and Vimeo. Future work could explore how (if) the differences in business model, sources of content, and user base manifest in different manipulative design elements given the varying platforms’ incentives.

6 CONCLUSION

In summary, we studied the relationships between the Netflix platform design and a user’s sense of agency. Specifically, we conducted and analyzed 20 interviews with participants that use Netflix regularly in the US, resulting in three main findings. First, our study’s participants used Netflix most commonly alone and for escapism-like mood management. Second, the participants employed a variety of strategies for managing their time on Netflix, but design elements like autoplay, autopreview, and a lack of stopping cues sometimes resulted in the participants watching more than they intended to. Most participants reported Netflix use adversely affecting their time management and many had to adjust their sleep schedules. Third, participants preferred “more human” off-platform recommendations to “pushy” Netflix recommendations. They enjoyed finding content on their own and were critical of Netflix’s algorithmic support in finding content. Based on our findings, we put forth design recommendations that uphold a user’s sense of agency. Specifically, we recommend making the autoplay and autopreview settings more accessible and shifting towards a more human-centered
platform design. We also discussed potential next steps for the research community including how future work could explore the design–agency framework on entertainment platforms, measuring the behavioral impact of features like autoplay and autopreview, and exploring potential regulatory avenues aimed to uphold users’ senses of agency online.
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A SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

Here we include additional graphics and our interview materials including the background survey, interview guide, and interview visuals.

A.1 Netflix Originals Screenshot

![Extended screenshot of the Netflix mobile homepage illustrating the disparate size of Netflix Original promotions.](Image)

Fig. 1. Extended screenshot of the Netflix mobile homepage illustrating the disparate size of Netflix Original promotions.

A.2 Interview Materials

A.2.1 Background and Demographics Survey Instrument.

1. What is your name:
   - Text entry
2. What is your age?
   - 18-24 years old
   - 25-34 years old
   - 35-44 years old
   - 45-54 years old
   - 55 years or older
   - Prefer not to answer
(3) What is your highest level of education?
• Less than High School
• High School Graduate
• Some College
• 2 Year Degree
• 4 Year Degree
• Professional Degree
• Doctoral Degree
• Prefer not to answer

(4) What is your estimated annual income? (Leave blank if you prefer not to answer.)
• Text entry

(5) What is your occupation? (Leave blank if you prefer not to answer.)
• Text entry

(6) What is your gender?
• Female Identifying
• Male Identifying
• Non-Binary
• Prefer not to answer
• Prefer to self-describe
  – Text entry

(7) What state do you live in?
• Drop-down menu

(8) How often do you use Netflix?
• More than once a day
• Once a day
• More than once a week
• Once a week
• Less than once a week
• Never

(9) How many hours a day do you typically spend watching Netflix?
• Hours: Slider 0-24

(10) What devices do you use to watch Netflix? (Select all that apply)
• Mobile phone (e.g. iPhone or Android)
• Desktop/Laptop Computer
• Smart TV
• Tablet (e.g. iPad)
• Gaming Console (e.g. Xbox, Wii, PlayStation)
• Other (Please specify):
  – Text entry

(11) How long have you been using Netflix?
• Years: Slider 0-24

(12) How do you spend time on Netflix? (Select all that apply)
• Watch TV shows
• Watch Movies
• Watch Fast Laughs (only available on mobile)
• Play Netflix Games (only available on mobile)
• Other (Please specify):
  – Text entry
(13) What type of TV Shows or Movies do you watch? Note: This question was shown only to participants that answered ‘Watch TV shows’ or ‘Watch Movies’ to question 12
- Action & Adventure
- Anime & Animation
- Children & Family
- Classics
- Comedy
- Documentary
- Drama
- Faith & Spirituality
- Foreign
- Horror
- Independent
- LGBTQ
- Music & Musicals
- Romance
- Sci-Fi & Fantasy
- Special Interest (e.g. cooking, hobbies, education, etc.)
- Sports & Fitness
- Thrillers
- Other (Please specify):
  - Text entry

(14) Rate your satisfaction with Netflix:
- Extremely Dissatisfied
- Somewhat Dissatisfied
- Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied
- Somewhat Satisfied
- Extremely Satisfied

(15) Do you also use any of the following subscription based video content streaming platforms?
- Hulu
- Amazon Prime Video
- Criterion Collection
- Peacock TV
- HBO Max
- Fubo TV
- Disney+
- YouTube TV
- Other (Please specify):
  - Text entry
- I do not use any other platforms

A.2.2 Interview Guide. We conducted semi-structured interviews using the following guide.

Stage 1: Decision to Open Netflix
- The first thing we’re going to talk about today is why you use Netflix. On an average day, why do you open up Netflix? Can you walk us through that process…
  - Tell us about the times of day you watch?
  - Who is with you when you are watching Netflix?
- What [other things] are you doing when you are watching?
- Tell us about your mood when you are watching?
- How often are you opening Netflix to watch something you know you want to watch? Versus:
  - How often are you opening Netflix to find something to watch?

**Stage 2: Content Discovery**

- The next thing we want to know about is how you find what you watch. Specifically, once you have Netflix open, give us your first thoughts: how do you choose what to watch?
- In general, can you describe your strategies you use to find recommended content? What do you usually end up watching?
- How do you get recommendations? How often are these from friends or family? Or other sources for instance: Blogs, articles, websites, forums, social media? How often are they from Netflix?
- Which of these recommendations are most valuable to you? Why?
- Which are least valuable? Why?
- Aside from recommendations, how do you find shows on your own? Talk us through the difference between using Netflix to help choose what to watch vs finding content on your own or off Netflix.
  - What does it feel like to find something that has not been recommended to you contrast with what does it feel like to watch something that has been recommended to you?
  - How do you feel about recommendation engines supporting you in discovering new content?
  - In the context of Netflix content (movies and shows), what does the word discovery mean to you?
- Next, zooming in on specific features, I'll show you some features that Netflix has on its homepage to help with choosing content. What features do you use on Netflix to find shows/movies/stuff to watch? [We then shared our screens displaying the Interview Visuals A.2.3] Netflix has features including top ten, recommended for you, and the search bar. How often do you use these features? For each feature:
  - Why do you use [x feature]?
  - How do you think the use of [x feature] affects what you watch?
  - Wow useful is it to you?

**Stage 3: Content Consumption**

- We want to also know more about how you’re watching Netflix. At the end of a show/movie, Netflix starts playing the next episode of that show/related shows/next movie automatically. Can you describe a time when this has happened to you?
- What do you do when the auto-play happens?
- How do you feel about this feature?
- How do you think this feature affects you?
- Have you ever tried to change the setting of this feature? Why/Why not?
- How long do you tend to watch Netflix content at a time?
- If you are watching a TV show, do you tend to watch one or more than one episode at a time? How many? Do the episodes autoplay? Why do you watch one/more than one at a time?
- What are your thoughts on how Netflix releases episodes should they be weekly or whole seasons at once. - for new shows
• If you finish a movie, do you tend to watch another one? What do you do when you see the recommendation starting to be played automatically? Why? Are you watching more content on autoplay or more content that you find on your own?

• Tell me more about the relationship between Netflix and your time management
  – Are there any strategies you use to manage your time on Netflix?
  – Tell me more about the relationship between Netflix and your sleep schedule
  – What does it look like when you stop watching Netflix?
  – Does anything coincide with the end of watching?
  – What are some things that make you (or would make you) stop watching?

**Stage 4: Post-Session Emotion**

• Next, we want to know how Netflix makes you feel. How do you tend to feel after a session of watching Netflix? Why do you feel this way?
• Is there anything you would like to change about how you watch Netflix? Why/why not?
• What do you appreciate about your relationship with Netflix or how you watch or watching behavior?

**Stage 5: Additional Comments and Conclusion**

• Finally, we want to learn more about what you like and dislike about Netflix. If you were to design a platform similar to Netflix, what would you keep? Why? What would you change? Why?
• Are there any Netflix features we did not cover that are particularly useful or helpful to you?
• Are there any Netflix features we did not cover that are particularly harmful or unhelpful to you?
• Are there any strategies or tools or tricks that you use to regulate or supplement your Netflix experience? Anything you use alongside. What and how? Are there any other tools that you wish existed?
• How does your experience on Netflix compare with other streaming media platforms you use?
• Is there anything else regarding Netflix that you want to talk about?

A.2.3 **Interview Visuals.** We used screenshots of Netflix’s homepage as interview probes.

![Fig. 2. Screenshots exemplifying the For You home page feature.](image-url)
Fig. 3. Screenshots exemplifying the *Genres* home page feature.

Fig. 4. Screenshot exemplifying the *Autopreview* feature.

Fig. 5. Screenshot exemplifying the *Hover-Preview* feature.
Fig. 6. Screenshot exemplifying the Netflix-N badge.

Fig. 7. Screenshot exemplifying the Random Shuffle feature.
Fig. 8. Screenshots exemplifying the Recently Watched home page feature.

Fig. 9. Screenshot exemplifying the Search Bar feature.

Fig. 10. Screenshots exemplifying the Top 10 home page feature.

Fig. 11. Screenshot exemplifying the Trending feature.